Can you use ¡Vámonos! for very young children? ¡Sí, se puede!
by Maya Moore
Some people have asked if the ¡Vámonos! curriculum can be used with very
young children, such as preschoolers. Well, it can! The lessons in ¡Vámonos!
Book 1 actually evolved from a Spanish for Toddlers program I helped run
several years ago. When we created ¡Vámonos! Book 1, we modified the lessons
slightly to suite an older audience. With a few minor adjustments, you can adapt
the curriculum for younger kids.
In my experience, teaching Spanish to toddlers was not an easy task, mainly
because they have a super short attention span! It seemed every time I turned
around some little niño would be crawling on a chair or gnawing on a pen cap.
Fortunately, the teacher and I finally came up with a successful formula of
activities for this age group:

SPANISH FOR TODDLERS
1. welcome song/circle time
2. short review
3. presentation
4. craft/song/game
5. snack
6. storytime
7. goodbye song

As you can see, the pace of instruction is similar to a preschool or kindergarten
setting. You can use this simplified formula with the ¡Vámonos! Book 1
curriculum.
Here are some additional guidelines for using ¡Vámonos! to teach a successful
Spanish class for very young children:
1. Length of class: Make the class no longer than 45 minutes, including
snack time. Most of these little ones really can't handle more than that!
2. Welcome and goodbye songs: We used the same welcome and goodbye
song each time. The kids seemed to really like the repetition! You can find
song ideas in the Music section of ¡Vámonos!
3. Presentation: Make it very short (about 5 minutes) with a reduced amount
of vocabulary. We used felt and magnetic boards so kids could bring up
colored felt and other items. We also used toys and figurines.

4. Pair work activities: If parents are present in the class, the parent can be
their child's partner for these activities. If parents aren't available, you can
turn these activities into group activities and interact with students as
much as possible.
5. Craft: The craft should be prepared ahead of time, since you won't want
kids using scissors for any difficult cutting. In addition to the crafts listed in
¡Vámonos!, you can find a lot of great ideas on craft websites.
6. Songs: It's a good idea to spend several classes teaching a song so the
kids learn it really well. Finger play is also appropriate for this age group.
Ana Lomba and José-Luis Orozco have some nice music products that
include finger play.
7. Games: Opt for simple games or traditional games that are already
familiar to the kids. For musical chairs, we used carpet squares instead of
chairs so the kids could just crawl around on the floor.
8. Snack: For anyone who's ever had a toddler, you know the importance of
snack time! We liked serving little crackers in cups. Sometimes we had the
kids help us count the crackers as we put them in the cup. You can teach
some snack and food vocabulary as well.
9. Storytime: This is a sweet time with the little ones. The kids seemed to
love most any book with good pictures and a nice story. You can find a list
of recommended books in the Resources section of ¡Vámonos!
10. Reflection: Bilingual coloring and activity books are a relaxing way to end
the class or fill up any extra time. You can find recommendations in the
Resources section of ¡Vámonos!
Using the simplified "Spanish for Toddlers" formula combined with the above
guidelines, you can create a playful and effective ¡Vámonos! Spanish course that
very young children will adore!
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